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During recent testing of the hardware elevon actuation subsystems, undesired
oscillations above 40 Hz were first observed at the Rockwell International/
Space Division (R/SD) Flight Control Hydraulics Laboratory (FCHL). These
oscillations occurred at different frequencies in both the inboard and the
outboard elevon subsystems. They occurred only in the presence of an unby-
passed channel failure and then only while force fighting was present in the
secondary actuator stage.
Two possible causes, hardover feedback and deadspace, were investigated
using Continuous System Modeling Program; (CSMP) simulation. Tests of the
hardover feedback theory were completely negative. No sustained oscillations
above 40 Hz were observed. Tests of the deadspace theory produced data
matching certain key characteristics of the ha -dware oscillations including
inboard actuator oscillation frequency (55.5 Hz). The oscillations occurred
only in the presence of force fighting and damped out at a position plateau.
It was concluded that deadspace must be considered to be a possible cause of
the oscillations. Modification of the actuator math model followed by further
investigation of this theory is recommended.
2. INTRODUCTION
Undesired oscillations, occurring at 56 and 46 Hz in the inboard and outboard
elevon actuation subsystems, respectively, with amplitudes sufficient to
cause loud audible vibrations in the hydraulics were observed under certain
conditions during hardware tests conducted at the R/SD FCHL. These were re-
ported to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration/Lyndon B. Johnson
Space Center (NASA/JSC) about 15 August 1978. Because the cause of the
oscillations is unknown, their occurrence may prevent the elevon actuation
subsystems from meeting the fail-safe requirement for second failures in
the Space Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle (OV) 102.
Two theories emerged as to the oscillations' cause: the hardover feedback and
the deadspace theories. The hardover feedback theory asserted that the oscilla-
tions were cau,,ed by ci flow-dependent positive pressure feedback force acting
on the power valve spool, presumably through a hardover channel. The dead-
space theory asserted that the oscillations were caused by deadspace existing
in the couplings between the second-stage valve spools and their associated
torque feedback springs.
These two theories were investigated using Continuous System Modeling Pro-
gram (CSMP) simulation. Attempts were made to duplicate certain FCHL test
data by discovering which particular combination of added nonlinearities best
reproduced the FCHL data. Any such combination, while not definitely the
cause of these oscillations, would be at least a possible cause.
2.1 ACTUATOR BACKGROUND
The elevon actuators for the OV102 are four-channel hydraulic actuators having
redundancy concentrated in a secondary actuator stage which acts to position
a single power valve spool in proportion to the command current inputs.
Redundancy is achieved through force summing at the power spool. The power
ram or primary actuator stage is nonredundant. The inboard and outboard
actuators are funtionally identical and differ only in the size of certain
2-1
components. A simplified hydraulic schematic diagram typical of either
actuator is shown in figure 2-1.
The CSMP simulation used in making this investigation was derived from a math
model of these actuators that was developed by R/SD. This math model is shown
'	 in figure 2-2. Identified variables, constants, and nonlinearities are
listed in tables 2-1 throrgh 2-4. A CSMP listing typical of those used in
making this investigation is shown in figure 2-3.
2.2 OSCILLATION BACKGROUND
About 15 August 1978, NASA/JSC was advised by R/SD of undesired oscillations
occurring in the hardware elevon actuation subsystems that were then being
tested at the R/SD FCHL facility. These oscillations at 56 and 46 Hz in the
inboard and outboard subsystems, respectivel ,v, reportedly occurred only in
the presence of an unbypassed channel failure.
Copies of some of the FCHL test data were received at NASA/JSC before
1 September 1978. Examination of this data, which consisted of analog strip
charts, confirmed the presence of the previously reported high-frequency
oscillations (above 40 Hz) and showed that other oscillations also were
occurring near 14 Hz. These lower-frequency oscillations had been previously
investigated extensively at Honeywell, Inc., and at NASA/JSC and were be-
lieved to be too small in amplitude to cause operational problems. Conversely,
the high-frequency oscillations were new and were severe enough to cause
loud audible vibrations in the hydraulics.
A copy of the master chart received from FCHL is shown in figure 2-4. This
chart indicates scale factors applicable to the two strip charts that were
selected for special :,tudy in this investigation (see figs. 2-5 and 2-6).
For practical reasons related to computer run times, figure 2-6 (FCHL test




TABLE 2-1.- ELEVON MODEL VARIABLES
Parameter Description Units
Vc Actuator position command signal volts
V f Actuator position feedback signal volts
V 4 Primary	 feedback signal mA
I ASA driver current mA
t ^Wrvova 1 y r 	 ; torque motor)	 torque in-lb 
c
T 
Power spool wire-feedback torque in-lb
T s Second	 ,ti,je Wrr!-feedback torque in-lb
f i	 Servov? 1,,P flapper displacement radians
rlf :,ervov,r fvt.	 t h-st stage	 differential	 flow rate cis
X s Second stare spool displacement in
Xqp Coml,randed second stage spool 	 displacement ( ideal) in
P 1 Secondary differential 	 pressure	 (typical) psi
F 1 Secondary summing force correspondinq to P l lbs
x 
Power spool displacement in
Xpd Power,pool displacement beyond overlap in
0 , i_nad flow rate cis
Xqr Commanded ram displacement (ideal) in
F 
Differential	 force across ram piston lbs
P C Load pressure (equivalent to F p ) psi
Ta A,".uatnr tnrq-je_ applied to elevon in-lbs
^ e Elevon angular displacement radians
Xfb Linear ram motion 	 (piston with respect to cylinder) in
2-3




A Power spoof amrlification area 0.3927 - in2
A r Power, ram p+stcn area 21.82 18.04 in2
A s Servovalve (seconn stage) amplification area 0.0368 - in2
ae f Iry ,n	 vi	 ,	 .	 f ti,tlun	 ;mechanical) 45000 15000 in-lb-sec
B p Power	 spoil	 .i •. cou •.	 friction 6.5 - (1b-sec)/in
T o tlevun moment of inertia (about hinge line) 7588 1876 in-lbs-sect
Ka Servo amr i ifio,	 position gain 16.5 19 5 mA/V
Kact IIPvon	 ,	 tu„t t ,	 •, t ,
ft me.•. 457000 621000 Win
K b rrwer spur'	 V	 force coefficient 3.943 0.355 in
KC Dynamic load damping gain coefficient 1.4 2.4 mA/V
KP Servovalve net	 tiffnes% 58 - (in-lb)/rad
K fb Actuator position transducer sensitivit y 0.683 1.173 Win
K SeYVnvAlvP rresstre gain 17544 - psi/Nn-lb)
,•,•„ry	 s-'	 —11-,	 3 r ess:,ro	 trarsdu:Pr	 sensitivities 0.0016 7 V/psiK,t
kqp Power spool	 tlow gain 162.1 61.0 1n3/(seC-.V)
Kqs ',PrvovAlve
	
(second stage)	 flow gain 652 - cis/in
K s 10,41	 (backup) structure stiffness external	 to actuator 233000” 170000• Win
Ktm Ser.ovalve torque motor gain 0.0285 - (in/lb)/M
K xp Hire feedhark stlffnPSS (power spool-to-flapper) 4.464 - (in lb) /in
Kxs fire fPeit,A-	 % tiffnP%C	 (second stage spool-to-flapper) 26.6 - (in-lb)/in
K it Serw,valve first stage differential	 flow gain 45.3 - cis/red
M Power s poi l mass 0.001 - (lb-sect)/inp
11%
Hydraulic	 r upply pressure t0 actuator interface 2800 - psi
(su ppl y Pir.is	 return)
R vPragf'	 Ac h,Ator •vunent arm [see table 2-4 '.4,46 8.42 in
for	 i:(',P)]
R Actuator vrecSurP 3rup roeffici pnt 0.0212 0.0397 psi /(Cis) 2
-1C ap!,,P transf- r	orPrator - - sec
Vs load volume to second stage orifice (one side) 0.08 - in3
p HydrA,tir	 f`uid bulk modulus 172000 - psi
_ i Cemnrnilator filter damping facto r 0.707 - none
4 f t,P1, filar damn i ng factor 0.707 - none
40 DPmodulator filter Ompinq fartor 0.707 none
T A°•P	 time cnrstinf 0.00187 - seca
7c Dynamic 10ad damper time constant 0.10 - sec
`d OPnridulator filter break freq uency (position feedback) 314 -• red/sec
' I f t'.',	 !;ter	 hreak	 tro-voenry 36 - rad/sec
°'dP Demodulator filter break frequency (primary pressure 628 - red/sectransducer)
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TABLE 2-4.-EFFECTIVE ACTUATOR MOMENT ARM R(6 E )
Elevon
Inboard actuator Outboard actuator
Effective Effective




-36.5 13.160 -7.320 7.767 -4.266
-35 13.377 -6.973 7.884 -4.061
-30 14.002 -5.777 8.223 -3.358
-25 14.480 -4.533 8.481 -2.628
-,)0 14.816 -3.254 8.661 -1.880
-15 15.020 -1.951 8.766 -1.119
-10 15.098 -0.636 8.800 -0.352
-7.709 - - 8.793 0
-7.585 15.094 0 -- ---
-5 15.061 +0.680 8.767 +0.415
0 14.915 +1.989 8.671 +1.176
+5 14.669 +3.280 8.517 +1.927
+10 14.331 +4.547 8.307 +2.661
+15 13.908 +5.779 8.047 +3.375
+20 13.407 +6.972 7.740 +4.064
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flILONTINU?US SYSTEM riUDELIWG PRCGRAN III	 V 110	 TRANSLATUN UL)TP'JTS$$
TITLE b25-?O •1 ,1 0G I cit)AkO ELEVON ACTUATCR FCR SSV-GV102
+	 FULL-UP HL1KE MOOEL WITH ASA -1
TITLE	 STAb(LITY TEST
T ITL'c	 15 NOVE43EP 1978
+
*	 SYSTEM %1ACk(1 S
*
I TOINT IS A 10:.-1.F'JEL- LIMITED INTEGRATOR
+
M A(t J	 T - L T0 IN, T (r) T)
PRLCEDUFE nk = SMAL (DT)
L;;, r n T
IF IAIIS(OT).t I.L.CE-50) Ok = 0.0
L1\''jP 1 +ULE0UP 1.
T = I'IT rn L (U.Or DR)
ENOMACRU
*
+ L114LAG 15 A LIMTTEO LAG FUNCTICN (P IS INPUT)
*
NA(R,1	 V = L IMLAG (P, TC)
DVA = (P-V)/TC
PR'10EDUR1 DV = SMALL (DVA)
OV = OVA
IF (Al)S(DVA ).LT. 1.0E-50) DV = 0.0
ENI!PROC EDuP.E
*
V = INTGQ L (U.O, DV)
*
ENCMACRO
+ F TL TEE IS A U^(I TY -GAIN SLCONI-CRDt.R LOW-PASS F ILTER (W IS IWPUT )
*
MALE U X= F IL TER ( W r A r 8	 IC )
*
00X4 = d + (W - X) - A * DX
*
P ,JCFDURL UJX = S?"ALLA (DOXA)
DnX = nOXA
IF (ALAS( ODXI,) .LT.I.OL-501 DDX = A.0
ENOPROL EDUPA:
DXA = INTGNL 10.0, DDX)
*
FROLLUURF I`X = SMALL(i (DXA)
OX = 'iXAIF (A,,S(OXA ).LT. 1.0E-50) DX = 0.0
FNDPROCEDURL-
*




1.141 15 A L1.11TE1 1 FTNST CkJEP SYSTEN
MACItQ	 Y = L U4 L ( Y1)(I
 I
T 	 P I, P21
PRO(*FDURF
	
')YOT = L T`1A (Y, YDUT, P1 9 P2)





ijt (`Y.LE,Pt) DYD,T - AMtXI (0.0 1 YDCT
!F lY.GE.P2) DYDT = ANIN1 10.O I YDCT
FNDPROCEOUR E
Y = INTGRL ( 0.0 9 DYDTI
ENDMACpO
# L 1112 IS A L I u ITEJ SECOND C?C, FP SYSTEM#
v ACRC7	 ! t	C13T	 t IM?	 D( I)CiTI P3 i P4)
Pk(LEOURt IcarTI, Z') III = LIMil (!I ll;CT I ZDDCT I P3 9 P4)IF ( Z.L(.P 3) GL TL. 330




l 3 UTG) Tr 132
	
330	 1.)D0TI	 4,v,1X1 (0.0• ZDDCT)
1'%OT1 = A^'AX1 110.0 1 11',CT)('•C. T^ 332
	
331	 ZUJ')TI = 4MINI (0.01 2000T)
10 ,1TI = A M I'q'1 (U.OI ZDOTI
332 LUN T I NUE
FNCP Ttf10EDL lP L/.DDT = INTGRL (0.01 ZDDCTI)






* OfSLPETE	 SIGNALS PFAIL• THRCUGH	 PFAIL4	 CCNTRF)I PRESSURE FAILURE
# CUN1)1T10h:S	 I°`	 CTIt.t^IF'LS I	 114 P1' • UGH	 4	 I+F SPFLTIVEIY ................
* SEI	 PFAIL,.	 _ -1	 FUP NI 6A TIDE	 I,AI:DCVEk
* C f i K Nt	 F 41 LURE
* + 1	 F ( T? P(jSI TI VE	 HAKDL`VEP
# +2	 FC'R. 13VF'ASSFD LHANNEL.
*
* RESFT	 OISCRETF.S
* DISCRETE	 SIGNALS F[SET1 TI+RCUGH	 PESFT4	 CChT O UL RESET	 CCNUITIONS
* IN	 ASA GHAT" E	 S 1	 THkfl(1GH 4	 RESPECTIVELY .......................
* SFT	 PCSFT".	 = -1	 F^K N('KMAI.	 LPERATICN.
# StT
	 RI:S(TN	 = +1	 TL F(:FCE	 KAHN' = U	 (UN(CSS HYPASN =	 +Ll.
•
* BY PAS	 f)150LTf-S
*
* DISCRETE	 SI(;NALS PYPASI THR('Urri	 0,YPAS4	 Cf'NTF(1( ('V ERR10ING BYPASS
> CUNL I T IONS	 I'J	 -I1,,tJr;t. LS 1	 THPf,tj:H	 4	 IK(5PELI I VELY .................# SET PYPASV	 =
-1	 FUF NGRZ	 All	 CPLRATIGN.
# SFT
	





# SIMPLIFIED	 A iA	 t1()DFL ASA-1# #
Figure 2-3.— Continued.
2-10	 REPRODUCIBILITY Or, TIILtORIGINAL PArI IS Po()It
t
** g ** CONSTANTS ARE FOR THE INBOARD 4CTUATCR SYSTEM *****
*
COST n91-2.1449 GL2=2.t469 nb3=2.148, C84=2.148
CC' S) ')C 1 t = 3. I'l l OE T2-?. 7 K 1 , DET3-3.7t3I, CE" 4=3.78
CD1'';T D% P EF1=1.7, Dm" FF.'.=1. 7, ONREF3=1.79 CARE 4=1.
Cr"'iI HA1 % 0.0 9 Ht2=50.0, 11Ai=50.09 HA4=53.0
Cr'`'ST 11is1 =50.09 HL 2=5).0 1 H33=50.0, 1184;!50.0
CC ,, SI IN TL M I x J. 526, INTL M2=0 .S26, I NTL N 3=J.92h9 II%TLt44=0.926
C ril,
	I K & A1=0.6P39 KAA2=0.48x9 KAA3=0.6P39 KAA4=0.683('f7FST KA')1=1.4?2 F -5,	 KA')2=1. #3?C-5, KA)3=1.43217-5, KA^4=t.43?E-3
CCJt1T KAEI = 1. 71F3L-3,	 KAC2=1.71F?E-3r K4`3=1.7tLE-3, KAE4=1.7LSE-3
T KAF 1 = ).4CP3, t(t; 2=J.4R, 3 r K9113=0.4863 r KA;;4=J.4ti33
r
.C,+:`I KAr,1=9.53, I;AG2=,	 = 3 ! KAOi =8.5?• KAG4=3.53
crNS" T KAHI x O.J?2f., KA1tZ=J:0.06, K Ali 3=0 KAhti=J.0326C r "ST KAJI = I.O, Ft. J2=I.0v KAJ3=1.0, KAJ4 =L.0
CU.%I KA-M I = 16.5, KA'"2 =16. 5, KA'43=1695 9 KAM4- L6.5
CU ST KANI=t0.0
KAPL=0.39 03 9
KV12=10.0 KAN3=1.0. 09 KAN4=LO.O
iOPST KAO?=0.39	 , KAP3=0.393, KAP4=3 .393
C	 jt,SI LA1=8.523, Lag=L^.52'3 ► LA3=.9	 239 LA4=d.523
Cut%SI L IHN L=-O. C, 1.1 4N?=-0.6, LIAN3=-0.69 LIMN4=-0.6
CL.P:ST LIMID L=L5.0, L1'113?=15.09 LI•MP3= 15.0, LVJ'P4=L5.0CC'"ST THP1=7.56, TI-u2=7.56, (IiR3=7.5.59 TkK4=7.56C6ST TAL = C.004, 1A?=0.004, TA3=0.00ft9 TA4=0.004
UNST TPL = 0.1 9 TV ?=0 Tai =O.L, TB4=O.LCCI'rbT UP!cEF1 . 8. 59 IPREF2=8.59 UPRtP3=8.5, UPREF4=8.5
*
CUN,ST RESET t=- l.9 Rl: SE TZ=-1. 9 RESET3=-t. f RESET4=+L.
*
•*x'"* NOTE	 RFSFT4 I&T EQUAL TU -l. FOP TEST	 »****t
CCNSI BYPhSI=-1.9 PYPAS2=-1.9 13YPAS3=-I., BYPAS4s-1.
t
*
KAI31	 =	 ?.0	 * 110. 707)	 *	 (314.0)
KAF?	 =	 2.0 * 10.707)	 *	 (314.0)KAL?	 =	 ?.0 * 10. 7r 7)	 4	 11?14.01
KAF•4	 =	 2.0	 * (0.107)	 (314.0)
KAC t	 =	 1 3 t4.0) 4 *	 7
KAC?	 =	 (3t4.01 **	 Z
KA1:3	 =	 (314.0) ** 2
KAC4	 =	 (314.0) **	 2
KAKI	 =	 ?.0 10. 7(; 7)	 *	 136. C)
KAK2
	 =	 2.0 } (0. 7C 7)	 *	 (3b.0)KAK',	 =	 2.0
	 * (0.707)	 *	 ( 36. C)KAK 4	 =	 ?. 0 (0. 707)	 *	 (36. C)KAL 1	 =	 ( 36.01 **	 2KAL 2	 =	 ( 3102)) ** 2
KAL 3	 =	 ( 26.0) 2
KAL 4	 =	 ( 3'•.0) **	 2
KAF 1
	 =	 ;'.0	 * (0.707)	 *	 (628.0)
Y.AP'
	 =	 ?. J * 10. 707)	 *	 1626.U)
KAI, 3	 =	 7. C I C. 7071	 *	 (628.0)
KAP'► 	 =	 2.0	 * (0.7C1)	 *	 (623.0)
KAT?	 _	 ( 1,2 4 .011 **	 2




KAT4 = (628.0) ** 2
KAVI - 2.0 * 10.7071 * (615.01
KAV2 = 7.0 * 10.707)	 (1.15.0)
KAV3 = 2.0 a (0.7071 * (1,15.0)
K'1V4 = 2.0 * (0.767) * (615.0)
KAV.1
	
(615. 1 tt 2KAW? _ (6 15.01 +* 2
KAw3	 (61.5.0) #* 2
KA.44	 11615.01 t* 2
*
*
VI F►+ U = K FP * XL ZERO
VZfrrl = KAA1 * XLZERO
VIFe()2 = K.9A2 * XLIERO
VZ E g o 9 - K443 * XLZERO
VI EP n4 = KAA 4 * XLZERO
*
CCP.ST
 011 f IN = 12.0





s	 FULL-UP HAKE MOJEL GF MOOG ELEVCN 4CTUATCR	 •#	 #
d
**** 4 CONSTANTS A1(I) FUNCTIONS PFE FCR THE INSCARD ACTLATL'R SYSTEM ####d
I.OP.S1 API=3.9276-1, A117=3.927E-19 AN3=3.527E-19 AP4=3.927E- 1
LONS1 4S1=3.6,3L--2, AS2=3.6A1-79 AS3=3.68E-2, AS4=3.68E-2
CONST 8ETA1 = 1.72E5, BFTA?=1.72f5, BFTA3=L.72E5, 8E7A4 -1.72E5
CCP.ST KF 1 2 '3.0, KF2=5f1.0, KE3=58.0, KE4=58.0
CC^r1 KP1=17544.0, KP2=17544. J, KP3=17544.0, KP4=L7544.0
CCI Iv1 KQS1 = i152.09 KOS2 =652.0, KG53=652.u, KGS4=652.0








CGNST KXSL=26.69 KXS2=26.69 KX33=26.6, KX54a2.!..CC'I ST THI I,- l= 3.53[- 3,	 THLI ^^Z=3.531:-3, THLI M3=3.536-3,	 THL IN4-.;.53E-3CLNSf VS L=0.00 9 VS7=k).099 VS3='.J.U89 VS4=0.08fONST XSL1;11=0.015, XSLIM2=0.0159 XSLIM3=0.0159 XSLI44=09015
s
*
CRkST AP =7 1. 97, NF=4.5F 4 BP=6.5 r CCUL= L0.0LGhST ELS1K=6000.09 R=758((.69 KAfT=4.57E59 KPzO.943
CONST K(JP=162.1,
^Pr)VI.	 =0.0504 Kk4U=57.3, KS--2.33E59 MP=0.001CMST
CONST PS=?800.0, RA'4STK=3750.09 RF=0.02129 STIK=25.0CONST XPL 1.4=0.05
f.Ul!ST DX PL=0.09 TAERO=0.0, KF8=0.6839 XLZERO=1.989
*
i2j S+LCNST 4X =0 .01629, BX=0.33, KX=3 70L.0, MX= 1.5 E-5
FUNCTION it1 0'4APM = (-36..5,13.Ih01, ( = 3 5.0,13.377) 9 (-30.0, 14.001.1 ► 	 ...








l-5.00,15.06[), ( O.UO ► 14. 9 151r l 5.00P14.6•r91, ...







	 1-3F.5,-7.^^ )), 1-3'i.0,-:,.4731, (-30.^r-5,777) ► ...1-25.i)r-4.533), 1 -2C.0,-3.1`>41 r (-15. J, -I c, r,II	 (-10.0,-1).636), ...
t - 7.58 y r 0.000) 1 (
-
S.UU r U.t, ;+' 1 r ( 0.-) ,) r l .`^d`^) , ( 5.00, 3.2301, ...
( 1J.J 9 4.547) 9 1	 L5.U, a. ?7111 r ( ?J.Jr ;,.47 2 1 r 1 ?L,Sr 7,317-U)
#
C Y N A-41 C
NO Sr, RT
VAN[ = L,I"II I-Ir11 "I. i .1L1v L r VA:4I)
VAN2 = LIMA (- IN I1.t•.JI 1":TLS: r ^A`,2)
VAN'l = 1.1 IT (- INILM - r I" TL M1, VA ?°l)
VAt•' %4 = L  'II
	 ( - III"4, I ° IL N 'r	 N%4)
VATI = LINT 1L1,^; 1,	 I. lr VAT1)
VA 12 = LI^'II	 IIIM'.', IIM ►'.', VA711
VA T3 = LI'• l I
	
(i I`' t .3, l 1 Yr 3, V•AI 11
VAT4 = L1'4IT I(i	 ► LI'a •^4, VA T41
Xh1 = L1"'IT (-xSII'I, x a11 N l, X%11
XS2 = L It' 11 (-XSLI "2 r CSl i ti '. r X^,2)
XS 
	
= LI°"IT 1-X;LI 43, (`II'a 3r )(531
X54	 L I ,*IT l -X%I 1'•"4, x ^ t I P-t, XS41





##** *a*##t #sa** COM %14ND t:E`1rAAIf X11 #****#** aa#a * *a
#
*	 ASA COMMANDS ARE r ATF I II'I TFD If 20 DEGPEFS/SECCkD
**a*#	 DELE lit IS A,1191_I IL-DE 01= CG14N,1hU SIr,,NAL IN C r-GREES
	 *****
t•
PROCEDURE 9LIP = KICK 1 TIME)
8L IP = -2.0
IF 1 TI'4E.L F,O,?.UP.7I`4F.r,(.0.?51 SLIP = 0.0
I N13PP11LEDUR E
#
CMOA = DELL IN A RC'(P 10.011
LMLb = LIMIT (-S.J, P.U, LMDA)
CM CFI_ F = C%''1 1 3 t FLIP
VCN!)A = ;1FGr;4 (S11% f)KF, LMDELE 1
VCM,J = KI B a V,- t4D4
t
#aa*ra$a*ta*aa;^ ASA CHANNELS 1-3 ***#**a*##*#*##
#
Vcm1) 1 = VC°"D
VAMLA = I'AJ1 4 VCV01
VAWL = FIL11F (VA614, KAhlr KJL.Lr VlERC11
VAA L = RE AI i l l. (Xl 7ki( ► TAL r XF tl )
VA 1,31 A = 1,,1,:1 a VA,' I
 = FI1.1FR (VAu14 9
 NAHI r KAC1 r VZLRC1)




VADI = REALPL (0 .0, TAI, VAC11
VAFI A = KAGI	 VAD I
VAr1 = FIITLP lVAkLN• KAlZir KATl, 0.01
VAfIA = ^FALPL (J.J, Tfil	 VAEI)
VAFL = IrRIV 11.0, VArlA
r
PSI	 PI
VAN = HSTPSS U) 0 0 - 11131, HB1, PStIVAI- t = LIMLA ri (VA t, TAI)
VAJ1A	 KAEI	 VAHIVAJI = FILTEP ('VAJ14, KAVL r KAW1, 000)V AK 
= KAF II S '^ VIKll• pbl, VAJI!
VAM t = VAL 1 - KA-41 * VAN1
DVAT, 1 = KAC• 1 * VAMtVA,4t = LIM1 IDVANI, -1NTLSl, INTLMII
VAPL = KAf 1 * VAN't
VAX1
	




 FAILUPE '4 0NIILk SECTION ... ASA CHANNEL 1 ********
PPGCEDURE VADI = CNTRLI ( VAJl DErI• UPREFI, OPREFIIVAr L = - JNF f_F LIF (A3S( VAJ l) . GE.DET l) VAR1
	
UPREFI - CKREF1ENCPROCFDl1P E
*
PRUCtDURE (?VATL = AAAAI ( VA RL• RESETt, KAN1)
Ii (R[SF.TL.GT.0.0) GC TG IILLOVA  l = KA Y ' L * VAk t
111 t VAT1 tj 1=0.0DVAT 1 = 0.0
LIt2 CONTINUEENC D11nCEnUR E
*
VAT  = LIMt (DV4TI t LIMNt, UPPII
PrtC!CFDURF VAV1, PFAILL = BOBSt ( VATL, THRI, RESETIr BYPASI, TIME)
VAVI = -t.IF ( VAT L.GE.THRL) VAV1 = *1.IF ( oYPXSt.-;,T.U.01 GL' TC 1114
IF ( T1 ,4L.F'.0.0.t7i..kFSETL.(;1.0.0) GC TC L113
IF (VAVI.GT.O.O.Gk.PF41LI.(;T.1.5) GG TC 1114
L113 PFAIL 1 = 0.GO T') 1115
1114 PFAILI = +2.




* .....ThE FOLLOWING VAP.IABLES SHOh LHANGES FRCN INITIAL CONOITICNS....•
*
VCA00,41 = VCMD1 - VLEPCLVANA I = VAhI - VZE401.VA Am 1 = VAA 1 - XLZ.ERC
VARIA 1 = VAbl - VZCROI
s
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Y-
•	 r
*+**«+**t**+*** ASA CHANNEL 4 **********s**ss
PRIlCE0 1 RE VC104 s SFL4 (KK, VCMD, V1FRC)
Vi;ML; 4 = VCMD
IF (KK.GT.O.U) VLMD4 = VIERC
F NCPhUi, EDUR EVAr14A = KAJ4 * VCM04
VA "4 = 9 ILT r , IVA;r4A, KAK4, KAL4r VZEQr41
VAA4 = k': AL PL ( KL1Ek	 TA4, XFR)
VAH'•A - KAA i * VNA4
VA34 = FIl IFR (V.1NiAr KAE4, KAC4r VZEAC4)
VAL4 = HS IN SS ( J.O, -HA4, HA4 r FUVA C4 s REAL P L (J.O, 1A4, VAL4)
VAF4A = KAD'i * VAD4
VAL4 : fILT_P (V At, 4A, KAR4, KAT4r 0.01
VAF4A = =
^) RFALPL (0 09 TB4j VAE41VAF4
PS4 = P4
VA G4 s t(ST1, ;S (0.09 -Hd4r IiB4, FS4)
VAN4 - LIMLAG (VAG49 TAO
VAJ4A = KA[ ,•	 VAH4
VAJ4 - i ILT-1^ (VAJ4A, KAV4, KAW4 9
 000•)
VAK4 = DEA')S P (-DP,4. UR4r VAJ41
VAL4 = KAF4 * VA Y.4
VA M 4 = VAL4 - KA144 * VAN4
UVA':4 = KAS4 * VAM4
VA144 = L1#41 (i)VAN4, -INTLP-4 9 IN1004)
VAN4 = KAP4 « VAN4
VAX4 = .UA'44 * (VAh4 - VAH4 - VAF4 - VAP4)
s
14 = LI.AIT (-L44, L44, V4X4)
**** *** FAILURE 1 11 01ITrk SFCTION 9., ASA CHANNFL 4 +^^^•^"
*
PRLCFr' I 1kE V.AR4 = Cl2IFL4 (VAJ4, DF.T4 1 UPREF4, CK1 F41
VA94 = -DNRLF4
IF (1dS(V4J +) .Gc.UFT4) VAF4 = UFREF4 - 0041.4
i NrPUCEDUR E
•
PKILECURE DV.AT4 = AAA44 (VAR4, FE SET4, KAN4)
11- (RESE74.GT.J.0) GO TG 4441
UVAT4 = KAN4 * VAP.4
GO TO 4 44 2





VAT4 = L till (DVAT4, LIAN4, LI NP4)
*
P D OCECURE VAV4 9 PFAIL4 = H04134 (VA14 9 114r4 9 RESET4, EYFAS4r TIME)
VAV4 = -1.
IF ( V1T4.GF.T'lRl4) VAV4 = +L.
IF ( ,jYf' 1S4.(;T.J.r) i,+" TO 4444
IF	 GC TC 4443
IF (W,V4.GT.U.U.1R. N r"AIL4.,;T.1.5) GO TC 4444
4443 PF411.4 = 01
Gn Ul 4445




tNILP It) C EDUk F




VC'A 14 - WE R04
VAW' 4 = VAAr - VZFPO4
VAA! .' 4	 VA44 - XLZC'kr
VAHH4 = VAH4 - VZLP.04
ERROR4	 VAk4 - VA34
VC 1 1f1 M = VCMD - V1FR0
XHi'l = KF3 - XLZERO
XLM = XL - XL/.ERF,
XQKM = XUK - XLZL•Kt7
tt********«**** ,'ACTUATE-P CHANNELS 1-3 '^**^******++***
IL 	 = I1
IHt = 0.0075 # 0.015 * APS (ILI)
THF11 = ( KTMt4fi1Y	
9 - 1 11 1t
	 1 KXSl*XSDI - Fl/KPL) I KEL
TH1:.Ft = I_V 1
 I  I I-7111-1~'1• THLI '4 1 • THFAL)
OF 1= K TH IA 1- 4 Tf+TAF L
Oxxt	 Qf 1/4Sl
FYUA = ,x ^ (t)XXL - DXSl1
FXC.1 - LTDINT (FXLLAI
rr)X t = ( FXC l - aX*P 1 - HX#DX SI l / MX
t1x SL - L TUINT (,)CXSL )
X 5 L
	
L l'•I1 (OXSI. -XSLIMI, XSLIFL)
xsDt = r)f ADSP ( - Pf)SP, DOSP, X51)
XCP tA = XSI * KQ' l / API
X0"1(' = Xt;PIA * St:"^T(AiiS(PVSL/PSJ)) * SICh (1.O,FVSL)
PVS1 = PS G)	 Pt	 Xsl)
AQPI = III T,'tL	 J. Op XQP1m)
PIA = ( X41?l - XP 	 * 2.0 rF IlrTA1 + APL / VS1
PROCFDI)RE P l = AA L t'f A IL 1 9 PSD, f'IA)
IF ( PF4 IL 1) 12, 14, 16
12
	
P 1 = -P SDCl ) TO 19
14	 PI _ LIMIT (-PSU, PSU, PLA)
Gn TO L9
16	 91 = PSD
IF (PFAILL.GE.L.5) PL - 0.0
t9	 CONT iNUF
ENCP OCEDUR E
FL = Pt *APL
*
***#a*********r ACIUAT131% CHAUNEL 4 ***** ► ****^► ****
*
I1-4 IH4
4 = 0.0075 + 0.015 * AbS II0)




THFA4 = (KTM4*IHYS4 — KXP4*XPI)Sp — KXS4$XS 0)4 — P4/XP41 / KE4THTAF4 = LI`"•IT ( — THLIv4v THLIY4s THF441CF4	 K THTA4 * THTAF4OX X4	 Oro/AS4
FAC4A = '<X * (OX)(4 — UXS4)
FXC4 = l VANT (FXC4A)
DDXS4 - 1FXr4 — AX*P4 — t3X*DXS4) / MXOX S4 = Li11 ^'T (JCx14)
XS4 = LI %! I OX54 — XSLI M4r XS 10041XbO4 = tt aU	 er.)Pl DDSI'r K 4)
X 4 P4A = XS4 4 AQS4 / AP4
XO^49 = K(J P 4A * SQ + T(AIJS(PVS4/PSD)) * $Vh(I.0vPVS4)UVS4 = P S — P4 a SIGN(190 9
 XS4)XuP41"' TC,,,L (r,.0. XwP4(i)
P44 _ ( Y(JP4 — xPl * ?.0 * RF.TA4 * AP4 / VS4
71 (C£: ; 1RE "4 = A44	 AIL4• PSDr P4A)IF !PFAIL4) V 44P46i,?	 P4 : —P SD
Go TO 4y
44	 P4 = LIMIT ( —P SDr PSO, P4A)GO T n 44;
4f.	 P4 = PSJ
If r-AIL4.,;EaI.5) P4 ,x 0.0
4 Q	 CONT INUE
ENDPROC DUR E
F4	 F14 * AP4
s
e*****«* «***** POhiR S POOL DYNAMICS *{4*a***^*t****^
a
FI3 = KS t VV * X(l)
FT	 3.0 * F I ♦ F4 — FB
PPrCEDURE QLK. F = AF)H (DXP, COUL)CO UL F = 0.0
If (DXP.NE.J.0) CVQLF = CCUL * SIGN (1.09 DXP)
IN(:PRUCFOUF. E
CnXPA = (FT — R p *DXP — COULF) / MP
*
PRrC[DURF 00, 1W a LCC (DDXPA P DXP P STIK # FT)DPP = I)ft XPA
CXPr = OXPL * OXP
OX PL = DXP
IF (:)XPF.GT.O.O1 GO Tr 200
IF (413S(^ TI.Ij-.:'rIKI GI• To 100
CDXI'a	 IlrAOSP ( — STIK I STIK, FT)
UDXP = DOXVB / MP
GO 1 Q 200
100 cXP = 0.0CXPI = 0.0
DXPF	 0.0
DOX," z 0.0
20C CON  114UF
EP+CF'WCEDUt r
*
DXP = I"IT(*,KL (O.C, I)IIXP)
XP = t IH1 (J)C) , —XPLIM• XPLIu)
XP 1) = OEAOSP 1 — nVLAP9 IIVIAF', XPI
Figure 2-3.— Continued.
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XPOSP - OEADSP (-DDSPAr DDSPAv XP)
•
•
• vvr•v+*++iii•v LOAU FLOW EQUATICNS ****4 ******•***
•
•
v	 IMPLICIT VARIABLE Z WILL uE SET EQUAL TC CL AFTER CALCULATICtj
v
P - IM P L (O.Cr J.OL FOFZ)
POAA A = VF * Z**
PV AAA = P 5 - P')AAA - D L* SI f; N( L.OrXPFOFZ = KWP * XPD * St. :F'I (AtjS(PVAAA)) + ^IGN(L. 09PVAAA)
+
QL = ZOL swr	 OL**2
P (' _ 'tF * ^.L S4J 1
Psi) = P S - PD
PV = PS) - PL * SI;N (L.Or XPI
c
v
i* rt #iii+#ti ii+# 19A1 7YnAMICS **i#+*+*##+++i•
i
•
DXQ° = QL / AR
X-.;K = INTO"L (xLZFP0t UXOR)
FP = KAC T * I XQR - XFD)
= r;)
RI = AFGF rd 1 10:4ARMr DELED)
TP = FP * 0
v	 '
* TFF F GLLf r.IN : P" T: F ')'J L E Cr'dPUTE S THE TOTAL TCFQUE
* tffLCTS r.,F At.I'L e-Til l STICTICN ANJ ELE VLN ST1C11CN.
*
PROCEDURE TT = 1)0f) ( TPr TAERU• DDELEL)r OXF89 ELSTKr
*
If (OXF S . NF .0.01 Gn TO 500
IF (CC:I I'.).NE.0.0) GI TO 600
*	 TL' HERE IF ')XFE'.C,).0 AND DDELCU.EC.O
TF = TP + TAEKO
fl CT',' = FLSTK + RANSTKT = nE4nSP (-STCTVr STCTN, TF)GU Tn 800
*	 Tn HEPF IF OXFfi.5-:.0 A^ID DnF FD.NE.O
PUC
	
TF = TD + T.9FK , ; - ('C KSW (G')ELFU -ELSTKr 0.0•
TT = DL4DSP (-Z4uSTKr kANSTKr Th
Cn Tn 900
500 CENT INUE
IF I CJLLED.NE.O.C) GC TO 700
*	 TC HFR F IF 00f ."r . J ANL 0,)FI.F1).F C.0
TF = TP + I^EKI, — rCNSw (i)Xfov —RAMSTKr O.Or
TT = DE:4DSN I — LL^TKr ELSTKr TFIGt) TO BCO
*	 TO I-LPF IF UXFt'.Nt.0 AND 001 Lf0.NF.0
ICC	 TT = TP + 1,1F . ? r, — cC IBS;; Cl! XPE. r — RAI4STK	 0.0 r
— FC'JSN lDlt LLD . — CISTKr 0.0r ELSfK)
80 C; C"NT INUE
FNOPKQCEDLIK E
+
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Figure 2-3.— Continued.
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r:ELF DUELF	 LIM2 (UUUELE, -J.636 n , 3.3752)
l'FLF l^
	
It I1t0 +	 ^CLf
CC.'EL F) _ KI- A') >a r`i'E Lf
XL a Ar rk% ( SIQ )KE, DFLF_U)
XFb _ (KS*XL + KAL1 4 XOR) / IKS t KACT)




wI- Tt ^^ RK SF x




I1'S19 1L1, 1149 PI, 1 '4. P L, t)L, vAII, VAF1 9
 VA.1Ir v.+til,..•
VAX[, vL'-1 UI, 4F ., % L	 XV	 XPt t ,	 k, X S[, LLiLFC, CLLLU, C m JtLc
I APE t .	 E25- N A (MG FI 1 14UN AeTUATLR 11 14rt,A1,01 Istlt1 1 ASA- l
l r'PtLST Au IL 1 TY T'SI
L ACtI	 l5 'iUV cI Qf, 11,79
r utr11T VCMr`.";1
! AI , [I	 ;<AM POSITIP%	 :'AMAt,i Vot It :,E, IISS OFFSET (VOLTS)
141, 11	 PA M P ISITItN F.c:JuACK VLLT AGE , LESS t.FFSET (VCLTSIf tilt IT	 1L I.
	
IL It, 9'L
l i+rFL	 (PR1 F^'T 1 1 .' CrlA':%H5 1-3 (ILL) AKI) 4 (114) 9 "'I LLIAMPERIS, .1N 1) ...
l ( AI' p  ,S11r't (PL) r LVS/Si INLII
1- UrPOT 01 r 04
LtbfL	 PFESSIJ	 I"r r,HANNt- LS 1-3 (Pl) AND 4 (P4)r LBS/SC INCH
( UTPIIT CuH. EU
1 at'F1	 11F14 I '-N Su F "C 	 R A T r (UFG p EFS/ SEL(;N))
C UIPUT XS 1
tP?Et	 SFr:INP-- rTn 	 P11rl t'TSPIA(FMEKT I 	 LIi ANN IIS 1 °3 (INGF- LSI
C U TI , ul XP
t	 j , f t	 Pr , I%E u Sornt ,)1 E)LAL,( MUNI ( 1 1\(,14[ S)
PF Ir.I
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3-$$ TkANSIATm TAblr L(^.rFNIS SSS 	 CURRENT	 PAXIMUM
MACRO ANL STATFMFNII JCTPUFS	 277	 600
STATF^1 htT It .1 PUT w')t:r. APF A	 599
	 1930Il TF.(; 11 AT( RC+t1C"('-'Y ' LCCK CUTPUTS	 ail
	 +	 0	 300PARAr1LiF , 5+F-U%L11u •) GI-14tPAIO S	 186	 +	 2	 4005711k,%GF VA^v IA.t F S+l",T(G,^AT(!R Ai:KAYS
	 0	 +	 012	 50F15TCRY t k'D '1cr1(kY '.L(LK NA"+rS
	 2L	 50
MAC u . O1FI:tITIU(,5 1h.D N,CSTE.) NAGRGS
	 ll	 50h'ACktl ST4 TFMF", T ST-wAGF
	 56	 125
I I1 ERAL CCNS
SS
TANT STORAGE	 1	 1JO
Mt+X 1`10 i SIA1 ['+1ENTS IN 5 F C T10N	 332	 600
Figure 2-3.— Concluded.
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e^	 Posl.'Y7 ©^!• ..^ ^,^ M ^ 3^ , ^ ^^,1 11 ul j t } ^ ^-,-,^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ x;^;1^PL^•a . ' -.7.
/( ua
Gam` -	 '	 I I .I i I I^1 i I I	 " 1 .'.`^I. ./m x, ^7sy^C ^r.^9.7 ^eJe, •	 1	 ' • 1.	 I	 I .L.
Ai
'	 I	 •	 •	 ,	 r-.....	 ...	 ,	 1	 1	 •	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 I •/ 1	 1 • N 1	 1.1	 1	 1. 1
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Figure 2-6.— Strip chart (E-16).
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The objective of this investigation was to determine the probable cause of
the high-frequency oscillations previously observed in the elevon actuators.
The method employed (CSMP testing) was directed towards discovering which
particular combination of added nonlinearities could best reproduce the pro-
blem oscillations. Any such combination, while not definitively the cause
of these oscillations, would be at least a possible cause. If a really good
match could be obtained between the hardware test data and CSMP printouts,
that combination would have to be considered the probable cause at least in
the absence of any contrary evidence.
3.1 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
Analysis of the test data received from FCHL revealed the following two facts
regarding the high-frequency oscillations.
a. The oscillations appeared to be confined to the actuator unit and did
not significantly involve the Aerosurface Servo Amplifiers (ASA's). The
FCHL data showed only enough current in the ASA-actuator drive lines to
be accounted for by measured variations in the primary pressure feedbacks.
These current levels were low on the order of the hysteresis thresholds
of the actuator torque motors. Such levels might have influenced the
oscillations but were probably too low to induce or support them.
b. The oscillations occurred only when each ram was moving and only in the
presence of an unbypassed command failure that produced force fighting
in the secondary actuator. The frequency of oscillations pointed to the
secondary actuator subassembly as the probable source. This subassembly
has a calculated resonant frequency of 63 Hz and a damping ratio of 0.71
under no-fault conditions. Accordingly, a separate CSMP program modeling
only the secondary actuator stage was set up, and frequency response data
were taken to measure stability margins at 56 Hz. These data along with
a sketch defining the terms used are shown in figures 3-1 through 3-5.
Closed-loop data are plotted in figures 3-2 and 3-3, while the more im-












































































































































































































































































































two figures also display calculated gain and phase margins at 56 Hz. Ob-
viously, more loop gain (0.4 dB) but less phase shift (7°) would be required
to force the secondary actuator stage into oscillation at 56 Hz with force
fighting present (fig. 3-5) rather than with it absent (see fig. 3-4).
Another fact)r pointing to the secondary actuator stage as the probable
source of the unwanted oscillations was that the actuator manufacturer Moog,
Inc., had successfully stopped some similar high-frequency oscillations ob-
served in a predecessor Thrust Vector Control (TVC) :actuator by using an
isolated hydraulic power supply to drive the hardover channel (only) in the
secondary actuator stage.
After reviewing available FCHL test data and discussing the oscillations
problem with R/SD and NASA/JSC engineers, two possible causes emerged for
further investigation using CSMP simulation. One possible cause was flow-
induced supply pressure drops acting on the power valve spool primarily
through the hardover (faulted) channel. This theory was referred to as the
hardover feedback theory. The other possible cause was deadspace in the
couplings between the second-stage va?v e: spools and their associated torque
feedback springs. This was referred to as the deadspace theory.
3.2 HARDOVER FEEDBACK THEORY
The hardover feedback theory asserted that the problem oscillations were
caused by a flow-dependent positive pressure feedback force acting on the
power valve spool, presumably through a hardover channel. The basic idea
is depicted in figure 3-6, which shows an added pressure drop term (AP 4 ) that
is proportional (K) to some power (n) of the magnitude of the actuator flow
rate (QL). Inclusion of the signum (sgn) function ensures positive feedback
if K is positive and negative feedback if K is negative (both were tested).
As indicated in a note on figure 3-6, the typical pressure value in the hard-
over channel (channel 4) is also flow dependent, but there is no continuity
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Figure 3-6,— Addition cf flow-dependent pressure coupling to power spool
dynamics for hardover feedback theory tests.
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In accordance with the investigation objective, the CSMP program was rewrit-
ten to add the previously described pressure feedback term into the equations,
and computer runs were performed using the parameter values listed in
table 3-1. Referring to table 3-1, only four differer,t computer runs actually
were made to test this theory, although six printouts are listed. These runs
are numbers 1, 2 and 3 with K = +0.1297; runs 2 and 3 with K = -0.1297;
and runs 5 and 6. Runs 2 and 3 (and 5 and 6) were made using CSMP program
listings that were identical except for the output calls, which were separ-
ated to avoid overloading the digital computers. Run 4 was exceptional in
that it was made using incoherent feedback. This was accomplished by setting
K = 0 and raising the value of the pressure drop coefficient R  from 0.0212
to 0.1297 nsid/(cis) 2 for this one run only.
The CSMP test results were completely negative. No sustained oscillations
were observed above 40 Hz, although the square-law runs with positive feed-
back quickly became exponentially unstable with very large self-quenched
oscillations occurring at approximately 17 Hz.
3.3 DEADSPACE THEORY
The deadspace theory asserted that the problem oscillations were caused by
deadspace existing in the couplings between the second-stage valve spools
and their associated torque feedback springs. Whenever the feedback springs
were positioned inside this deadspace, they were decoupled from the valve
-pools. Such decoupling immediately raised the forward-path gain of all
contiguous outer servo loops and added phase shift, thus driving the outer
loops towards instability.
Assuming the secondary actuator subassembly is principally responsible for
producing the problem oscillations, the major outer loops affected are those
for which the power spool displacement variable (X p ) provides the return
signal. These loops are shown in figure 3-1. The stability margins shown
in figures 3-4 and 3-5 are applicable. In order to make a quick check to see
if opening the second-stage torque feedbacks entirely would cause an actuation
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feedback gain coefficients (K XS ) set to zero. No continuous oscillations
resulted, although some ringing was observed at 62.5 Hz.
Referring to the hydraulic schematic diagram in figure 2-1, it is evident
that mechanical coupling exists between the pressure developed in each chan-
nel of the secondary actuator and the flapper of the corresponding first-
stage servo valve. This coupling passes through each second-stage servo
valve via the torque feedback spring connection and logically would be
affected by deadspace at this connection point. This coupling is not modeled
explicitly in the R/SD math model (see fig. 2-2), because zero deadspace
was assumed in deriving it. Obviously, it is necessary to develop and in-
clude the dynamics of the second-stage servo valves in the math model in
order to make it suitable for use in testing the deadspace theory of oscilla-
tions.
The modifications developed to satisfy this requirement are shown in fig-
ure 3-7. Input flow (QF ) and second-stage valve spool displacement (XS)
are related by the two block diagrams providing a before and after look at
the math model. Observe that mechanical coupling from the secondary actuator
pressure variable (PI) to tie second-stage valve spool is included explicitly
in the modified block diagram. Further math model changes required to in-
sert deadspace into the couplings between the second-stage and power valve
spools and the corresponding torque feedback springs are shown in figure 3-8.
These were the only changes made in the R/SD math model before making the
deadspace theory CSMP runs.
New variables and parameters added for the deadspace theory runs are listed
in table 3-2.
Different sets of numerical values assigned to parameters A x , Bx , K  and Mx
during the course of testing were identified by a MOD (letter) REV (number)
code for convenience, where MOD means modification and REV means revision.
These sets of values are shown in table 3-3 along with the underlying reso-
nant frequencies (fn) and damping ratios (^) which led to their selection








inch/sec Second-stage spool rate (ideal)
Xs inch/sec Second-stage spool	 rate (actual)
Ax inch Stub spool area
B 
lb-sec/inch Viscous friction coefficient
Kx lb/inch Effective spring constant
Mx lb-sec2/inch Mass of second-stage spool
DDSP inches Deadspace at connection to second-stage
spool	 (half width)
DDSPA inches Deadspace at connection to power spool
(half width)











in in (in	 ) (Hz)
A/0* 7592 1.5 E-5 0.48 0.01629 3581 0.71
B/0 592 1.5 E-5 0.13 0.01629 1000 0.71
B/1 5330 1.5 E-5 0.40 0.01629 3000 0.71
B/2 2369 1.5 E-5 0.27 0.01629 2000 0.71
B/3** 3701 1.5 E-5 0.33 0.01629 2500 0.71
B/4 3701 1.5 E-5 0.047 0.01629 2500 0.10
B/5 3701 1.5 E-5 0.188 0.01629 2500 0.40
*MOD A was invalid (no pressure feedback).
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The value used for Mx (1.5 E-5 lb-sec t/inch) was estimated by scaling physi-
cal dimensions with respect to the power valve spool using drawings included
with the original Moog, Inc., proposal document. This same document pro-
vided the exact value used for Ax.
The values for K  and B  were chosen to provide the resonant frequencies and
damping ratios indicated in table 3-3. Referring to figure 3-7 and neglecting
pressure P l , the transfer function Xs /Xx is defined as Tx
Kx
Tx
 - MxS2 + B 
x 
S + K 
By inspection; the natural frequency fn = (1/27r)
	 and the damping ratio





Values for deadspaces DDSP and DDSPA were determined by experimentation.
The total throw of each second-stage spool was limited to ±XSLIM = ±0.015
inch, and that of the power spool was limited to ±XPLIM = ±0.05 inch.
The first 23 computer runs made to test the deadspace theory are listed in
table 3-4. Referring to this table, notice that run 01 was the original
run made with no spool dynamics included and all second-state feedback gain
coefficients (Kxs ) set to zero as discussed earlier in this section.
Before starting to test using nonzero deadspaces, it was necessary to verify
that any set of MOD/REV (see table 3-3) numerical parameter values selected
for use in testing would generate CSMP test data closely matching that ob-
tained using the original R/SD math model with no second-stage spool dynamics
included. Accordingly, run 02 was made using the original math model in order
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Run 03 was made to verify the MOD A REV 0 parameters but was unacceptable
because direct pressure feedback was mistakenly removed from the torque sum-
ming junction. Predictably, the data obtained came nowhere near matching
the reference data previously obtained in run 02.
Direct pressure feedback was restored to the R/SD math model producing
actuator MOD B. This modification proved to be acceptable for all later
testing.
Run 04 was made to verify MOD B REV 0 parameters, but the data obtained did
not match that of the reference run (run 02) at all. In fact, it was highly
oscillatory and jittery and completely unacceptable. The natural frequency
(fn) was 1000 Hz and probably too low. Accordingly, fn was raised to 3000 Hz
for run 05.
Run 05 was made to verify MOD B REV 1 parameters and was the first successful
verification test run. The data obtained was an excellent match with that
previously obtained in run 02. Consequently, nonzero deadspace was intro-
duced into the simulation for the first time using MOD B REV 1 parameter
values in run 06.
Run 06 was made with all second-stage deadspaces (DDSP) equal to ±0.005 inch
and with zero deadspace at the power spool connections (DDSPA = 0). A +12
degs/sec ramp command was applied to the three active channels. It was
limited to +8 degrees maximum and augmented by a -2 degrees blip to excite any
possible oscillations. A fixed (zero degrees) command was applied to the
single failed channel (channel 4). No undesired oscillations were observed
in the printouts. The magnitude of displacement of the second-stage valve
spools in the three active channels never was great enough to move the feed-
back springs out of their deadspace regions during the entire test run.
Apparently 3000 Hz was too high for fn, and 1000 Hz was too low.
Accordingly, run 07 was made with fn equal to 2000 Hz. The purpose was to
verify MOD B REV 2 parameter values, but only a fair match was obtained
3-17
between the printout data and that previously obtained in the reference run,
primarily because of excessive ringing at and above 62.5 Hz.
Run 08 was made with fn equal to 2000 Hz (MOD B REV 2 parameter values)
and DDSP equal to !.0.005 inch (DDSPA = 0). For the first time, this run
generated printouts matching certain key characteristics of the hardware
oscillations observed in FCHL test no. E-16 (fig. 2-6) including oscillation
frequency (55.5 Hz) and dampout at a position plateau.
Run 09 was made to verify MOD B REV 3 parameters, which were derived using
fn equal to 2500 Hz. Excellent agreement was achieved with the printouts
from the reference run (run 02).
Run 10 was made using MOD B REV 3 parameter values along with DDSP equal
to ±0.005 inch (DDSPA = 0). Oscillations similar to those generated during
run 08 were observed but with a frequency of 59.5 instead of 55.5 Hz.
Runs 11 and 12 were made using MOD B REV 3 parameters but with DDSP reduced
to ±0.001 and ±0.003 inch, respectively (DDSPA = 0). No continuous oscilla-
tions appeared, although ringing at 55.5 Hz was observed during both runs.
Both the amplitude and the duration of the ringing were greater using the
larger DDSP value.
Before run 13, all deadspace-theory test runs had been made with the damping
ratio (^) arbitrarily set equal to 0.71. Runs 13 and 14 were made with ^
equal to 0.1 (MOD B REV 4 parameter values) and with DDSP equal to ±0.001
and -!-0.003 inch, respectively. Neither run was acceptable. Both produced
strong oscillations in the secondary actuator stage at 250 Hz modulated at
17 Hz.
Runs 15 and 16 were made using the same values of DDSP and DDSPA but with
R
c set equal to 0.4 (MOD B REV 5 parameter set). Continuous oscillations were





Runs 17 through 23 were all made using the MOD B REV 3 set of parameter values
with nonzero values of power spool deadspace DDSPA used for the first time.
Runs 17 and 18 were made with DDSPA equal to ±0.005 inch and DDSP equal to
±0.001 and ±0.003 inch, respectively. A variety of continuous oscillations
appeared including some at 25, 45, and 55.5 Hz.
Continuous oscillations at 25 Hz were observed after the ram stopped moving
in the plateau area where the +12 degs/sec ramp command was limited to +8
degrees. Apparently the deadspaces were too large.
Runs 19 and 20 were made with both DDSP and DDSPA equal to ±0.003 inch, and
the blip was deleted from the limited ramp position command signal for run 19
(only). No continuous high-frequency oscillations (above 40 Hz) were gen
erated during run 19, but in run 20 continuous oscillations at 55.5 Hz were
observed while the ram was in motion. When the ram stopped moving in the
plateau area, the frequency of the continuous oscillations changed to 22.2 Hz.
Apparently a blip was required to excite the high-frequency oscillations.
Runs 21 through 23 were made with DDSPA fixed at ±-0.001 inch and DDSP set
equal to ±0.003, ±0.002 and ±0.001 inch, respectively. Runs 21 and 22 pro-
duced continuous oscillations at 55.5 Hz while the ram was moving and no
oscillations at all inside the plateau area. Some ringing at 55.5 Hz was
observed during run 23 while the ram was moving. This was followed by con-
tinuous oscillations at 12.0 Hz in the plateau area.
Along with the MOD B REV 3 parameter value set, the values of DDSP and DDSPA
used in run 22 were selected for making further tests of the deadspace
theory of oscillations. This was done because the data from run 22 matched
that from FCHL test no. E-16 best of all the runs that had been made.
Little further testing was performed, however. Runs 24 and 25 (not listed in
table 3-4) (printout 72 NOV 20) were made using DDSP set equal to ±0.002
inch and DDSPA set equal to ±0.001 inch to see whether or not oscilla-
tions would occur in the absence of force fighting in the secondary actuator
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stage. They did not occur. Run 24 was made without force fighting, and
run 25 included force fighting. The oscillations did not occur in run 24,
and this pair of computer runs is considered the best obtained during this
investigation. Some of the printouts from this pair of runs are displayed
in figures 3-9 through 3-12, and a tabulated comparison of characteristics
of the oscillations that were observed with force fighting present against
those from FCHL test no. E-16 appears in table 3-5. The CSMP listing for
these runs (a double-run case) is shown in figure 2-3.
Runs 26 and 27 were identical to runs 24 and 25 except a CSMP model of the
outboard elevon actuator was substituted for that of the inboard actuator
previously tested in runs 01 to 25. No continuous oscillations were ob-
served in the printouts (74 NOV 27-78), although ringing at 55.5 Hz was
observed especially after the blip. These two runs were the only ones made
using the outboard actuator model.
Runs 28 and 29 were made to simulate FCHL test no. E-12. The three active
channels were given a +4 degs/sec ramp command plus a -1 deg blip. The sum
was limited to +2.7 degrees maximum. The MOD Q REV 3 parameter set was used
with the power spool deadspace DDSPA fixed at ±0.001 inch. Second-stage
spool deadspace (DDSP) values were ±0.002 and ±0.001 inch, respectively,
in runs 28 and 29. No continuous high-frequency oscillations were observed
in the printouts (75 NOV 27-78), but ringing at 50 Hz was observed following
the blip. Continuous oscillations at 10 Hz were noted in the plateau region
(only). The magnitude of differential pressure in the faulted channel
(channel 4) never exceeded 1506 psid, because the commanded surface dis-
placement was limited to +2.7 degrees in the three active channels. A con-
stant command of 0 degrees was applied to channel 4.
The final CSMP run, run 30, was made under conditions similar to those for
run 28 (DDSP = ±0.002 inch and DDSPA = ±0.001 inch) except an expanded maxi-
mum surface displacement of +10 degrees was used. Similar test results were
obtained, although the magnitude of differential pressure in channel 4 quickly
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Figure 3-9.- Ram position command voltage, less offset (volts).
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Figure 3-12.— Second-stage spool displacement in inches
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b6came saturated at the supply limit (2800 psid). Continuous oscillations were
noted at 11 Hz in the plateau region (only) in the printouts (75 NOV 28-78).
On 15 December 1978, a copy of the elevon servoactuators math model developed
by C. J. Greaves at Moog, Inc., was received at NASA/JSC. This model includes
a considerably greater amount of detail in modeling the flapper valve stage
than does figure 2-2 (R/SD math model). Although making direct comparisons
between the two math models generally is not feasible, there is a consider-
able amount of gimilarity between them. For instance, it was learned that
the proper value of M X was 2.85 E-5 1bs-sec 2/inch, rather than the 1.50 E-5
value that was used in this investigation. Because of the way the supporting
values Bx and KX were developed, it is believed that this difference in Mx
does not significantly affect any interpretations of data that were arrived
at in this study.
3-38
4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Principally because of the similarity in test results achieved between CSMP
runs 24 and 25 and FCHL test no. E-16, it is concluded that deadspace in the
couplings between the second-stage valve spools and their associated torque
feedback springs (with or without similar deadspace in the couplings between
the power spool and associated torque feedback springs) must be considered
to be a possible cause of the problem oscillations occurring above 40 Hz in
the hardware elevon actuation subsystems.
It is recommended that the actuator manufacturer Moog, Inc., be made aware
of the results of this investigation and that the comments of that company
regarding the deadspace theory of oscillations be solicited.
It is further recommended that the R/SD actuator math <-iiodel a cwj in 1, i'.
investigation be modified especially around the flapper and second-stage
(servo) valve stages to bring it into conformance with the Moog actuator
math model and that a limited number of tests be repeated using this modi-
fied math model. If results warrant, further investigations incorporating
different values of deadspace, different FCHL reference data, deadspace in-
cluded in different amounts in different channels, outboard actuator models,
and so forth can be considered.
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